
EWANA Board Meeting

September 9, 2015

Minutes

In Attendance: Mandy Chase, Stephen Edge, Ted Figura, Jason Mann, Kirk Weir.

Absent were: Adam Chase, Joshua Martin, Rich Lee and Jim Tracy

Adam was out of town and it was Joshua’s twins’ birthday.

The minutes of the August Board meeting were approved.

Stephen said that there was $240.80 in EWANA’s Treasury with $378 additional pledged pending

consolidation of the old and new EWANA accounts.

The first item of discussion was the proposed I-26/French Broad River MPO Metropolitan Transportation

Plan (MTP) Survey (I-26 Survey) which Ted had drafted and emailed to the Board on September 7. Jason

suggested that last sentence from question 3 be stricken because it could bias the outcome. The Board

agreed.

The discussion on the I-26 Survey was tabled temporarily in order to allow Randall Phleger of the Food

Policy Council to speak to the Board. Randall heads the Council’s Land Use Cluster. Randall’s purpose in

coming to the Board was to raise awareness about an opportunity for an appropriate site along the

French Broad West (Duke property) Greenway to become a food production source. A Warren Wilson

student has done some research into the opportunity that the Greenway presents. The Food Policy

Council would like to ask the Asheville City Council to dedicate 1% of the Greenway’s construction

budget for food production along the Greenway. This idea is still in its infancy. The concept needs to be

developed, a design and plan formulated and fundraising undertaken before installation can occur. The

1% of budget could help fund these.

Randall said that the push back from the City on ideas such as this is maintenance. Randall asked

whether EWANA had the interest and capacity for involvement in garden maintenance. The proposed

crop would be low maintenance perennial bushes (berries, figs, grapes). EWANA would be asked to

organize quarterly maintenance parties for such tasks as weeding, harvest, etc. There was a discussion

about getting water to the site and Jason mentioned that the site’s proximity to the French Broad River

made it ideal for solar powered irrigation pumps. Mandy asked how distribution would be handled.

Randall said that this is something the community would decide, since it would be neighborhood/

community-owned and managed, like a community garden. The consensus of the Board is that this is an

idea that is worth pursuing. Several allies were identified both internally (members likely to be

interested) and externally (the Fruit and Nut Club, Pisgah View Association). Randall will frame the

concept to get the Board started.



The discussion then returned to the I-26 Survey. The Board approved the Survey with the change noted

previously. It was also suggested that a question be added at the end to identify the neighborhood in

which the responder lives. Stephen said he could get the Survey off tomorrow. Ted noted that the

public comment period for the MTP closes on September 17 and suggested a survey response deadline

of September 16. Ted will forward the survey results to the MPO. Regarding spending funds on Survey

Monkey, Ted suggested that EWANA do this on a month by month basis. Stephen said that the I-26

Survey was short enough to go out on Survey Monkey before purchasing the upgraded version. Stephen

will purchase the upgraded version before the Vision Plan survey goes out. Ted asked permission of the

Board to contact other neighborhood organizations to advise them of the need to provide input to the

MPO on the MTP and share the I-26 Survey with them. The permission was granted.

The discussion then moved to the Vision Survey. The Board approved the survey as drafted. Stephen

will put the draft into Survey Monkey format for the Board to review and approve by email.

Stephen then told the Board that Anna Parker, of Westwood Place, was organizing a meeting between

several Westwood neighbors and the City on Wednesday (September 16) to talk about traffic safety on

Westwood. She had asked if she could use the EWANA logo to advertise the meeting. While the Board

was sympathetic to areas within the neighborhood organizing to address area-specific issues, the Board

felt that allowing EWANA’s name to be used would imply the organization’s backing for an advocacy

that the membership had not approved and that this would go against the spirit, if not the letter, of

EWANA’s by-laws. The Board asked Stephen to tell Ms. Parker that her request was not approved.

The next item of discussion was the New Belgium-City-Board meeting that had been discussed at the

last Board meeting. Mandy said that Jay and Suzanne (of New Belgium) had asked Adam for questions

that EWANA had of New Belgium. The Board agreed that the purpose of the meeting was not to

question New Belgium but to have a conversation on working to make the Craven Street Bridge suitable

for New Belgium trucks and that we want New Belgium to be at the meeting as an ally in EWANA’s

discussion with the City. The Board noted that EWANA does not need decisions from New Belgium at

this meeting, only input. The Board asked that Adam convey this to New Belgium.

The Board then discussed a venue for the meeting, discussing a home meeting venue versus a more

neutral place, such as Hall-Fletcher. Mandy said that Jay and Suzanne suggested the possibility of a

Roundtable venue for the meeting. It was pointed out that Board members may not feel comfortable

dominating a Roundtable meeting but that if New Belgium is most comfortable with the Roundtable

format, then that would be OK. Stephen said that the meeting could also be used to explore other

issues, such as the greenway and Google Maps, and Kirk suggested the performance stage and the

wastewater treatment facility, as well.

October 7 was set as a target date for the Board’s meeting with New Belgium and the City unless

Suzanne wants to host the meeting on a different date.

The meeting then adjourned.



Action Item Summary

New Action Items

 Stephen will post the I-26 Survey using Survey Monkey. Ted will convey the results to the FBR

MPO as public comment on the MTP.

 Stephen will format the Vision Plan survey and send this to the Board for review and comment

before posting on Survey Monkey. Stephen will implement EWANA’s purchase of the upgraded

version of Survey Monkey before posting the Vision Plan survey.

 Stephen will tell Anna Parker of the Board’s decision not to allow the use of the EWANA logo to

advertise the meeting she is organizing with the City.

 Adam will convey to New Belgium representatives that EWANA is simply seeking their input and

want to have them as an ally in discussions with the City about making improvements to the

Craven Street Bridge. Adam will communicate with New Belgium about a meeting time and

venue, targeting the October 7 Board meeting.

 The Board will await further information from Randall Phleger on EWANA’s potential

involvement in maintaining a patch of perennial food-producing bushes along the French Broad

West Greenway.

Hold Over Action Items

 Ted will explore how other communities maintain their sidewalk art.

 Adam will prepare a proposal developing the idea of using a promotional brochure featuring

sidewalk artists as a fundraising device.

 Kirk will explore with the City how to obtain a Tier III designation for properties along Beecham’s

Curve, next to Mountain Valley Spring Water and Builders First.

 Stephen will investigate how other small organizations have used a fiscal agent.

 After a date is determined for New Belgium attendance, Ted will invite Steph Monson and Nikki

Reid to attend.

 Mandy will explore fall dates for an EWANA Haywood Road clean-up.


